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Submissions on Speed Limit Review 2021 to be heard

Sub No. To be heard Submitter Name
Road
1
Y
Michelle Marino
Kaharoa Road
Comments
60 before and after school is still too fast. We need a 40kph variable sign like what is going outside Waikete
Valley School, with the 60 during out of school hours. The needs to be extended further as people speed
up after a tight corner and simply do not slow down. The 60kph zone needs to start by 247 Kaharoa Road
and finish in line with Kapukapu Road. This encases the Community Hall which is a major after school
collection zone.
Sub No. To be heard Submitter Name
Road
2
Y
Liza Macartney
Whirinaki Valley Road
Comments
It is not low enough! We have young mums with babies and toddlers that must cross that road to get to
playcentre. Not to mention the school aged children. It needs to be lowered to minimum of 30kph! If you
have ever stood on the verge of that road with 4 preschool aged children while a tanker/ tractor or even
just a speeding car goes pasted it is NOT SAFE.
Sub No. To be heard Submitter Name
Road
3
Y
Gordon Crighton
Tarawera Road
Comments
Excessive speed on a regular basis on Tarawera Road is causing damage to our house, sleep is
interrupted and causing anxiety.
Sub No. To be heard Submitter Name
Road
4
Y
Matthew Armer
Whirinaki Valley Road
Comments
Because our tamariki's safety is paramount. 20 or 30 seconds of a travelers journey can never equate to
the loss of life of anyone in our around a school zone
Sub No. To be heard Submitter Name
Road
5
Y
Sean McWilliams
Tarawera Road
Comments
A reduction to 50km in this zone will make it safer for pedestrians, cyclists, and residents entering and
exiting their homes. As traffic increases due to more houses being built atop Tarawera Rd, new MTB hubs
being built, etc., it becomes even more critical to provide further safety mechanisms in the area.
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Sub No. To be heard Submitter Name
Road
6
Y
Helen Creagh
Tarawera Road
I support the reduction of speed limit and thank Council for pursuing this. Please also compliment this
action with a safe crossing for pedestrians and bikes - with tamariki and whanau at the centre of the
design consideration of this. Also enforcing the speed limit - particularly in holiday times when the road
is very busy - is another required complimentary action in my view.
Strong support for reduction of speed limit on Tarawera Road. This is a very heavily used road due to the
access to the lakes and now a new forest hub. It is also the forest access for people living in Lynmore and
Owhata , therefore always crossed by pedestrians and cyclists, including tamariki and whanau groups.
Moves must be taken to make it safer for our tamariki and whanau. Speed limit reductions on thier own
must also be complemented by enforcement of these limits (not often done especially in school holidays
when use is heavier) and by a safe crossing somewhere in the vicinity of Moana Terrace/ Lynmore
Ave/Selwyn Road. The current traffic island near Moana Terrance is unsuitable for people with children.
Large vehicles towing boats, trucks and other vehicles often speed on this road - up and downhill. Please
reduce speed, enforce speed limit and create safe crossing for our tamariki and whanau.
Sub No. To be heard Submitter Name
7
Y
Hori Te Huia Tahana
Comments
I do support the change in speed down to 60km an hour.

Road
Puakanga Road

Puakanga Road is 20 metres from the corner, many children cross the road to access the lake. People
speed after the corner due to the straight away and do not recognise Puakanga Road access. Very
dangerous area my nephew passed away at that spot
Sub No. To be heard Submitter Name
Road
8
Y
Amanda Armer
Whirinaki Valley Road
Comments
For many years the community has been requesting for the speed to be lowered through the village and
more so past the school. To no avail lowering of the speed and zebra crossing has resulted. With the
increase of heavy traffic, the school role growing, the playcentre interaction with the school and it being
on the opposite side of the road, the school using the viillage hall daily, community support and the
fantastic presentation of data from the schools senior students, I believe that the reasons for the change
outweigh any opposing.
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All on-line survey responses

Which road(s)
would you like to
provide feedback
on?

Do you support the proposed
speed limit change?

Full name

Please explain why you do/don't support the proposed speed limit change:

Do you wish
to speak at a
Council
hearing?

All

Oppose

Alan Judd

Changing speed limits is a knee jerk "easy" option . More time, thought, effort
and money should be spent on making roads safer and improving driving skills.
As long as there are drivers who refuse to pay attention to driving appropriately
crashes will always happen which is why education and improving physical
aspects of road safety is the only answer. It's not a quick fix but it is the best.
Many people who crash are not obeying present speed limits or driving
appropriate to conditions so why they should suddenly obey limits and drive well
is not going to happen.

No

All

Support

Awhina Mischell Coffey

Safety

No

All

Oppose

Jack roberts

There’s no reason for lowering the speed limit it’s silly what will you gain apart
from people getting more inpatient and taking more risks for example the100km
down to 80km buy the airport with a passing lane ???? How silly my question is
why there hasn’t been any crashes out those ways in decades and the Roading
infrastructure around rotorua isn’t up to scratch for the vast increase of
population in the town . The roundabout by Tarawera should be an overpass for
people heading straight through for people turning up towards tarawera turn off
the underpass and go under a bridge it’s not rockets science only thing hard
about it will be getting the funds if you prioritise and put money were it’s
needed rather then spending millions on a roundabout with a silly carbon
clothes hanger in the middle of it ? . Have you asked yourselves what happens
when the boaders open and we get the tourist on the roads again what’s going
to happen then with these silly speed reductions in place you guys are creating
problems not solving them .

No

All of them

Oppose

Chandu Grant

There is nothing wrong with current limits and it makes drivers impatient and
pass in dangerous places

No

All proposed
local road speed
changes.

Support

Erik John Westra

I believe that lower speed limits will make things much safer for vulnerable road
users such as cyclists. It will also significantly reduce traffic noise. I support
these proposed changes 100%

No
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All roads in NZ

Oppose

Matthew Miller

Do not change any road speeds in New Zealand slowing down the traffic causes
road rage people don't do the new posted speed limit they do less so the speed
becomes even slower people aren't crashing because of speed they are crashing
because they are idiots and there is no road driving education in New Zealand
concentrate on educating drivers and you won't have crashes, I travel
everywhere at 100 km an hour and haven't crashed yet because I concentrate
when I drive. There is no excuse for accidents it is driver error nothing to do with
speed unless of course the car lost control because of excessive speed that is
one exception for that to happen either everyone doing that speed will crash or
it is just one person and lowering a speed limit somewhere won't stop someone
speeding that wants to it will only reduce the speed of the people that obey the
road signs and then again back to one of my earlier points they will do less than
the posted speed so the whole country will be in gridlock people go slow enough
on state highways now please do not reduce the speed anywhere make more
passing lanes and educate people to keep left unless passing and use their
mirrors

No

All roads
included in plan,
with the
exception of the
school zones

Oppose

Sam Weir

These speed limit changes have been chosen as they are the cheapest option not
the safest, I would prefer that the roading network's inherent flaws be correctly
engineered and drivers skill be tested and to a higher standard.
All drivers should not be encumbered because of the mistakes of the few and
the councils budgeting priorities

No

All roads up for
review, general
comment

Support

Brian Pickering

My submission is of a general nature and to apply to all roads.

No

1. There are too many different speed limits and, especially when in a town you
don't know, it is often hard to remember which limit you are in. I suggest the
only speed limits should be 110 (motorways only), 100, 70 and 50 kph.
2. As the maximum speed limit anywhere in New Zealand is 110 kph all vehicles
should be fitted with a speed limiter set at 115 kph.

All roads with
proposed speed
limit changes

Oppose

Grant Natusch

Revenue collecting... Like how police now patrol hamurana back and forth since
the limits were lowered giving fines to sensible drivers not endangering anybody.
Cars can stop and can handle better than ever before. People need to take some
responsibility for themselves not keep enforcing laws to make us slower in the
hope of a few less accidents.

No
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Aoturoa Ave

Oppose proposed change

Robyn Manuel

50 km/h is too fast for this short street. 30 km/h is safer.

Apirana Road

Support proposed change

Amanda Armer

awaiting a 'statistic' could mean awaiting a tragic accident. ALL schools deserve a
lower speed past their gate

Ash Pit and
Rerewhakaaitu
Roads

Support

Makere Tiraha Edwards

These roads are very busy with heavy traffic including logging trucks and milk
tankers all hours of the day. Traffic should be going no faster than 50km before
turning the corner on Rerewhakaaitu road into Ashpit where they will
immediately go past the school. 70km is too fast especially for heavy traffic. We
shouldn’t be going faster than 40 past our school again especially heavy traffic
which takes longer to slow down. The safety of our children should be
paramount. We live on the corner of Rerewhakaaitu and Ash Pit and hear the
sound of braking heavy traffic all the time. We want it slowed down please.

Ash Pit Road

Oppose proposed change

Shane Allen

I would prefer that the red zone be reduced to 40 as the school has regular use
of the hall on the other side of the road, or have some control over turning the
40km on. If children are crossing a road regularly during school time then this
should become a permanent 40km zone

Ash Pit Road

Support

Adelaide Raita Edwards

Safety for all who use Ash Pit Rd to go to LRS, Playcenter, School Children
crossing Ash Pit Rd. During school hours, Mon/Fri before/after. I live opposite
LRS and the number of vehicles that use the road is many. The speeds are
frightening, way too fast. Please support the kaupapa - lower the speed.

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Amanda Armer

For many years the community has been requesting for the speed to be lowered
through the village and more so past the school. To no avail lowering of the
speed and zebra crossing has resulted. With the increase of heavy traffic, the
school role growning, the playcentre interaction with the school and it being on
the opposite side of the road, the school using the village hall daily, community
support and the fantastic presentation of data from the schools senior students,
I believe that the reasons for the change outweigh any opposing.

Yes

Ash pit Road

Support

Angela Koller

The road toll should be reduced near every school.

No

No
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Ash Pit Road

Support

Ann Snowdon

My children attend both Playcentre and the local school - located on opposite
sides of the road. I have seen the speed at which traffic passes the school and
Playcentre and it is extremely dangerous for our kids to be so close to such a fast
road. At 70km/h traffic would have no chance of stopping in time if the need
arose, particularly the large trucks that frequently use this road. When picking up
my 5 year old from school I am always nervous of her getting over excited and
running out to meet me, as traffic is passing by way too fast. Schools in town
have a lower speed limit outside their gates - our rural school and Playcentre
should be no different. We need to prioritise our children's safety and ensure
that this proposed speed limit change happens sooner rather than later before
there is a nasty accident. It would be irresponsible not to make this happen.
We live across the road from the school and witness the amount and speed of
the traffic and they go way too fast. We have school age children who have to
cross the road multiple times a day and it is not safe. A slower speed limit is
required aswell as policing the area once the change comes in.
Concerned at the speed driven past the school. Surely it is dangerous for the
school children

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Anna Margaret
McMillan

Ash Pit Road

Support

Anne Balliner

Ash pit road

Support

Ariana Tangitu

All school zones rural or not should be 40km zone!!!!!

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Carla Williams

High importance to lower the speed for the safety of our children. We have
young children on both sides of this road, Primary School on one side and
Playcentre and Hall on the other side, add that with numerous vehicles,
including large trucks. This is also a village, so 70kms as a base speed is too fast!
Please keep our children safe before the unimaginable happens!

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Daniel Schutt

I do support the reduced speed limit through Rerewhakaaitu settlement and
school. I am a professional Truck driver with 15yrs of driving trucks along with
having kids at school. I feel that the kids safety is paramount and they are very
unpredictable and that if there is any way that we can reduce the risk to them
and insure there safety that it is our responsibility to do so. The fact that the
school and its bus stop and car parks are right on the edge of the road and extra
car parks opposite. Along with the hall and play center as well. So there is alot
of very young children moving across and around this area of the road. Reduce
the speed, reduce the risk for our kids, they deserve to go home safe.

No

No

No
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Ash Pit Road

Support

Dianne e Western

The school is our local learning centre and the hall across the road is used from
time to time by the childern . Also the play centre is also there. The road is a
thourghfare. Mainly log trucks and chip liners. They are nosey and shake the
buildings either side. The noise from these heavier vehicles must be distracting
to our children's in my case grandchildren's learning. Please lower the speed
limit as it is in town schools. There is no difference from town children to country
child. They all need a fair chance to learn in the best environment we can
provide. Thank you.

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Jo Rogers

It has been a long running concern that the speed through the village and
especially past the school is far too fast for everyone's safety. It's an area of high
truck use and the speeds will undoubtedly result in a death or serious injury
before too long. Let's be proactive rather than reactive and slow it down.

No

Ash pit Road

Support

Joshua Williams

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Kelly marshall

Ash Pit Road

Support

Leah Gamboni

Ash Pit Road

Support

Lorraine Sizemore

Because the road is a high speed past a school and it runs the risk of kids getting
ran over
Should be 50 Kim for the village and 40km past the school, trucks and cars go
flying past and it only takes a split second d for a kid to step out, keep our kids
safe!
Leaving speed limit at 70kph is just waiting for an accident to happen. The speed
limit needs to be lowered to 50kph and 40kph outside the school. This has to be
done for the safety of all children and their whanau at this school. Please do the
right thing!
The school and playcentre are on opposite sides of the road and very dangerous
for children crossing the road and boarding buses etc

No

No

No
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Ash Pit Road

Support

Megan Schutt

I agree with the proposed speed limit change on this road.

No

I've been a resident of Rerewhakaaitu for my entire life. I attended Lake
Rerewhakaaitu School as a child. I've noticed a constant increase in traffic
through that road over the last 30 years, especially that of heavy traffic.
My 2 children now attend Lake Rerewhakaaitu School. There is very little in the
way of room on the side of the road to get kids safely out of cars and when a big
truck is rattling past at 70km/hour it becomes very intimidating not to mention
dangerous when your trying to hold on to pre schoolers.
When the car parks on the school side are full and you have to park on the other
side of the road you have to be extremely vigilant when crossing. You dont have
enough time to cross if anything is coming around the corner when you start to
cross. The line of sight and speed make it very unsafe.
The kids regularly use the Hall which means they are often crossing the road I've seen classes with half on one side of the road and half on the other with a
teacher standing in the middle of the road trying to keep everyone safely off the
road while a truck barreled down the straight leading up to the school.
Its only a matter of time before someone gets seriously hurt. We owe it to our
children to provide them with a safe school environment and make sure they all
come home safe and hole each night.

Ash Pit Road

Support

Mikaela Kiff

Ash Pit Road

Support

Murray Pedersen

There is a HUGE majority of the community behind this speed limit change.
When a whole community is screaming for change you know it's time to do
something.
I believe that the current speed limit of 70km is too fast passing through the
village and a reduction down to 50km would have a positive impact on the safety
of the community
I am conscious the schooling community uses the road to get to and from school.
I am also aware the hall is on the opposite side of the road which involves
crossing children across the road safely. Having a reduced speed limit would
impact on maximising the safety of our future generations.
Currently the speed limit is too high and dangerous especially for kids at the
school

No

No
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Ash Pit Road

Support

Nedda Faltesck

I am very concerned at the speed of vehicles travelling through the village. There
is a primary school on one side of the road and a hall on the other

No

Ash pit Road

Support

Pamela De Caigney

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Paul Williams

I do as I have my niece and nephew go to the school and it is extremely difficult
to stop at the crossing when you are travelling at speed. It is safer for both
drivers and children
By local school and play centre, kids and fast vehicles don’t mix

Ash Pit Road

Support

Rachel Greenfield

Far too high at the moment near a school.

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Rachel Haskew

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Richard Knight

Ash Pit Road

Support

Sandra Lee connelly

I support this change because the safety of our kids is paramount and I have
seen vehicles and trucks travel through the village and past our school very fast.
If a child was hit by a vehicle traveling at the current speed limit of 70km/hr they
would be killed and no body wants that in any community. A speed reduction to
40km/hr is a no brainer!
As our tankers are regular users of this road the Edgecumbe Transport team
fully reducing the speed through Rerewhakaaitu Village from 70kmph to 50kmph
for the safety of the community and a further reduction to 40 kmph past the
school
School children can die instantly if it by a car at 100 or 79 km/h. Give them a
chance and make that stretch 40k/hr. Keep the kids safe

Ash Pit Road

Support

Sarah Bullock

If the speed limit stays as it is currently is someone will get hurt or even killed

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Sarah Scott

The limit is too fast to be travelling at past a school!

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Vera Bush

No

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Katrina mclean

The speed limit should be the same through out New Zealand for a 'School Zone'
- 40km/. 70km is too fast and extremely dangerous - we need to protect our
children
Late Too Its Before Lowered be To Needs It Moment The At Is It Speed The At
Playcentre The To Go That Ones Young The Also But School The To Go That
Children The Of Safety The For Dangerous Its Road This Use That Trucks Of
Amount The With As Change This Support I

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Aaron John Houghton

road is too dangerous at current speed limit during school hours for children as it
is a main road for logging, timber and milk tanker trucks. the speed needs to be
reduced before a tragedy occurs. the school hall is across the road so the
teachers have to cross their school students over the road to access it

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Airihimana Dawson

I would like the speed limit changed to make it safer for us at our school

No

No

No
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Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Amber P

I think the speed needs to be reduced - It is a real concern for children to be
crossing the road and moving around the Village with a speed limit of 70 kms, it
takes an average car long enough to stop at that speed let alone a loaded truck.

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Ari Burt

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Barbara Mary Allen

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Brandon Hill

I support the reduction of Speed to 40km/h during the school hours. Just like
most schools around N.Z. this will ensure the safety of our children and their
caregivers. In conjunction with the 50km/h speed limit it will have little effect on
traffic flow.
I would be pleased to see the speed limit drop to 40kph. Lake Rerewhakaaitu
School, Play centre and Hall are situated at this spot. Too much fast traffic and
heavy trucks go through this area. Traffic needs to be slowed to make it safer for
the children whilst crossing road.
School Zone, So lowered speed is essential

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Cahalan Dawson

I support the change to keep the children safe at Lake Rerewhakaaitu school.

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Catherine Dawson

A drop in speed is absolutely necessary to keep our children safe.1 of my
children on his first day at school was so excited to see my car, he ran across the
road. Kids do things we don't expect, vehicles need time to see them!

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Emma Jepsen

I Support the change to the speed past the school. Has been a long time coming.

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Fletcher Armer

I go to school there and the speed doesn't give cars and trucks time to stop for
kids on the road

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Georgie Griffiths

I support road changes that make the road environment safer for schools and
children

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Hemi Dawson

I support the change to keep the roads safer for our children. I want the speed
lower so I am safer.

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Jason Jepsen

I support the lowing of the speed past the school and playcentre for the safety of
my children.

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Jonathan Stewart

Fully support this change. A school zone variable limit is a good idea.

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Jonty Armer

its dangerous to cross the road outside our school

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Karaitiana Dawson

I would like to see the roads in our community safer to use.

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Lynda Pacey

Lowering of the speed limit past our local school to protect our children. My
grandchildren attend this school so have a vested interest. Logging trucks pass
by this school continuously.

No
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Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Melanie Harris

Please drop the speed limit in our village and outside our school and
playcentre.....70 kms is too fast....

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Natalie

To fast when passing school. the speed limit is way to fast for children to judge.
needs to be slower

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Paige Jepsen

I don’t want to get run over by a fast car.

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Patricia Druery

I fully support the speed change this should have been done years ago. The
council has been to slow on this issue what are you waiting for???

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Rick Whalley

Lake Rerewhakaaitu School supports the drop in speed to keep our children safe

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Sam allen

I support the speed change we need to keep our kids and families safe

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Samuel McClay

Safety around a school area, seems rather obvious, really

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Shane Allen

I support the reduction in speed in the orange zone

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Simmonds Family

It’s a no brainer

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

STELLA HANSEN

Set a safe speed limit for passing Lake Rerewhakaaitu School. Drop the speed
limit to 50 kms per hour or less for passing Lake Rerewhakaaitu School

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Taituha Dawson

I want the road outside our school to be safer.

Ash Pit Road

Support proposed change

Tracey Heads

It is dangerous for the children to crossed the busy road to get to the hall. Way
to fast passes a school

Ash Pit Road

Oppose

Roselyn Sayers

Schools are in this area

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Alison Marshall

I support that the speed is reduced to 40km going past the Primary School on
Ash Pit Road Rerewhakaaitu

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Elizabeth Hughes

To keep kids safe

No

Ash Pit Road

Support

Holly Rogers

I want slower speeds. I go to and fro across the road at school and its tricky.
People go very fast along there sometimes.

No

Ash Pit Road and
Broadlands Road
(schools)
Ashpit Rd

Support

Mathew Armer

Yes

Support

Brad Snowdon

Because our tamariki's safety is paramount. 20 or 30 seconds of a travelers
journey can never equate to the loss of life of anyone in our around a school
zone
Logging trucks and all other vehicles passing the school @ 70 km/hr is too fast,
it's an accident waiting to happen.

Ashpit Road

Support

Alby Schuster

I support a lower speed limit on Ashpit road and at the Lake Rerewhakaaitu
School.

No

No
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Ashpit Road

Support

Constance Marakj

Very dangerous for school kids with cars and trucks at 70kms. To fast.

No

Ashpit Road

Support

Gene Roberts

No

Ashpit Road

Support

Lynda Bullock

70 Kmh/hr is too fast past a rural school and village. There is significant heavy
vehicle traffic through the village. With the hall, play centre and car parks on the
opposite side of the road from the school there is regular crossing of the road by
children.
The speed limit needs to lowered significantly past our local school

Ashpit Road

Support

Nicola Johnson

Plenty of our local children crossing that road. 70km is ridiculous with the
amount of trucks passing through the village.

No

Ashpit Road

Support

Pam Macdonald

Because it is outside our school with precious children

No

Ashpit Road

Support

Bianca van Emmerik

For the safety of our kids, all vehicles need to slow down to 40 km/hr. Kids cross
this road multiple times a day with the Hall and Playcentre across the road.

No

Ashpit Road

Support

Jo Roberts

The current limit is not safe through the village and outside our school. It is not a
quiet country road, in addition to local residents we have logging trucks,
tractors, agricultural contractors etc regularly passing through. Our community
hall, which is well used by school, and playcentre are both on the opposite side
of the road to school, as are the majority of car parks available for school pick up
and drop off. While dropping the speed limit may not change everyone’s driving
behaviour it will certainly highlight the need to drive slower through this area
and help to keep our kids safe.

No

Rerewhakaaitu
School

Support

Sharon Jacobs

Trucks go way to fast past the school, someone will get hit!!

No

Rerewhakaitu
Road through the
village

Support

Oscar Hikuroa

there are young children in the area because of the Primary School

No

Rerewhakaaitu
Rd, Yankee Rd,
Ash Pit Rd
intersection
Broadlands Rd

Support

Stacey Gardner

There is a school just around the corner on Ash Pit Rd, trucks and cars go flying
passed and children are going to end up hurt.

No

Support

Nicola McDonald

This is a very busy road right next to a primary school, and the kids quite
regularly use Broadlands Hall across from the school for events and need to
cross the road to get there. Traffic is often faster than the current speed limit of
70 km/hr and the proposed 40 km/hr variable speed limit would greatly help
reduce the risk of speeding traffic to our children.

No

No
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Broadlands Road

Support

Sarah McIntosh

School area so should be lowered and with a speed camera because no one
slows down!!
Also pit a speed camera on settlers road just by the farmsource....no one slows
down there...I get overtaken when I do

Broadlands Road

Support proposed change

Amanda Armer

Theres a school and amenities that they use on the opposite side of the road. I
don't understand why the change is being questioned

Broadlands Road

Support proposed change

Amber Purvis

I would like the speed limit to be change and ideally be reduce down to maxium
50km. We personally own our own transport business and we already have an in
house policy with our drivers to slow down to 50km minimum with in rural
school areas. Also young children's perception for speed is not yet developed like
an adults is.

Broadlands Road

Support proposed change

Brandon Hill

School Zone so the lowered speed is good.

Broadlands Road

Support proposed change

Broadlands School

Hi, thank you for this opportunity. I defiantly would love to see a change to the
current speed limit we have outside our kura. 40km would be great with tamariki
crossing the road to get to the hall on the other side. We have a lot of traffic
(trucks) coming through at speeds faster then the current speed of 70kph. Just
looking at your map, I am guessing the yellow lines are the actual lines for the
roads Vaile & Earle? If so I propose that your variable speed limit (Red line?) be
further along past Earle road. Say from the Broadlands speed sign to the other
sign at the other end. Thank you for letting me have my say :)
Look forward to hearing from you.

Broadlands Road

Support proposed change

Georgie Griffiths

I support road changes that make the road environment safer for schools and
children

Broadlands Road

Support proposed change

Graeme Taylor

I strongly support the proposed speed limit change. As Principal at Broadlands
School, I/we are subjected to the excessive speeds we witness on a daily basis. It
is only by good fortune and a few blessings that we have not experienced a
tragedy or near miss. I also recommend that the new speed limit signage/ on the
southern end be extended beyond Earle Road to the same position as the
existing electronic and 70km/h speed signs. A reduction to a 40km/h variable
speed limit is long overdue. Thank you. G

Broadlands Road

Support proposed change

Sarah McCormick

I support a reduction in speed outside the school. We need a safe speed for
children to cross the road and for cars to pull in and out of the school carpark.

No
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Broadlands Road

Support proposed change

Sophie Sandham

Being a teacher who has to cross children across this road to our hall, I have
witnessed multiple examples of cars and lorries speeding through this area. The
pull from some of the trucks can be frightening when you are responsible for the
children. I would love to see something physical to slow vehicles down as well as
reduced speed limits. Every precaution is taken during crossing times but this
can't allow for an out of the ordinary extreme speeding situation.

Cookson Road
and
Hawthornden
Drive

Oppose

Joanne Allan

The proposed speed limit is 80kph which I believe is still too fast for our road.
We live in a rural lifestyle block area with the population demographic including
both older retired folk, young families and working adults. Many of our locals
use the road for recreational purposes including walking, running, exercising
dogs, pushing babies in push chairs and horse riding. We have no footpaths and
although we have good roadside verges in most places the traffic speed is a
significant hazard and there are some corners with limited visibility. I believe a
safer speed would be 60 kph and request council to consider lowering the speed
from the current 100kph.

No

Hawthornden
Drive

Support

Sarah Hamilton Hall

No

Emery Road

Oppose proposed change

Robyn Manuel

I would like the speed limit changed to 50km per hour or 60km per hour. We
have many properties close to the road front that have children and animals
which are at risk of traffic injuries. Hawthornden drive is commonly used by
runners, cyclists, walkers and horse riders. As it stands, many drivers of vehicles
drive over 100km on this road as it is a road not easily seen by police. Thankyou
and kind regards, Sarah
Another short side street. No need for this to be a 50 km/h speed zone. 30 km/h
is safer for those of us who cross the mad highway (with speeding vehicles and
trucks!) to use the public access to the lake that is on this street.

Gee Road

Oppose proposed change

Margie Macalister

Currently Gee and Fairbank Roads have 100km speed zones. This is crazy as they
are residential with children, horses, people walking dogs etc. Many runners and
cyclists use these roads for training. There is a problem with people seeing long
straight Gee Road and zooming down there. They don't know the road ends
where Fairbank starts as there is NO signage. I was T boned by such a car. Please
look at this to save further accidents or deaths.

General

Support

John Cecil Percy Turner

Pleased with proposal to reduce and greatly standardise speed limits in urban
roads. At present there are too many changes over relatively short sections,
which can be confusing!

No
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General
Feedback on all
proposed speed
limits

Support

Andrew J Griffiths

I have read the above recommendations and fully support them. My feeling is
that speed limits in New Zealand are far too high for the conditions generally. As
an example, I would support toll and similar roads having a limit of 120k/hr,
Highways 100k, most rural roads a maximum of 80k and urban centres 30 to 40k,
or less. There's not a day goes by on a return trip to work that I don't observe
someone doing something stupid, usually involving speed.
Kind regards.

No

Gloucester Road

Support proposed change

Jonathon H

Absolutely support this change. The road is narrow and there are many whanau
who use this road. There is zero need to go more than 50kmh in this area.

HAMURANA
ROAD from the
80km/ph speed
limit reduction at
Bible Camp (359)
to Fryer Road,
60km/h speed
limit reductio
Iles Road and
Larcy Road

Support

DAVID KEITH WATT

I support a speed reduction on the above section of road from the present
80km/h limit. There are several R.O.W.'s on the near-blind bend between 365
and 401. Some residents have experienced near-misses, including ourselves,
while leaving or entering driveways. There have been at least five crashes,
mostly single vehicle, on this bend in the last 25 years

Support proposed change

Xandri Ambrose

Change speed limit from traffic light to Warrick drive to 30km/h and Larcy Rd
from c/o Larcy and Iles to Lynmore Dairy 30km/h so that kids can stay safe from
speedsters and people not stopping at the pedestrian crossings

Kaharoa rd

Support

Sarah Paterson

I support the proposed lower speed limit around Kaharoa School. The safety of
children is paramount.

No

Kaharoa Road

Oppose proposed change

Rose Powley

Kia ora
I am presently the Acting Principal for Kaharoa School. I have taught here for a
number of years and the speed of traffic going past the school is too high. I
propose that the area going past Kaharoa School be dropped further to 50km
and that the zone area begins before the bend where I have pinned. We are not
fully fenced school. 50km is much safer past the school.

No

Kaharoa Road

Support proposed change

Kirsten Rockell

Should be slow around schools

Kaharoa Road

Support proposed change

Kylie Bronlund

We need the same zoning as Waikete School, a 40km around pick up/drop off,
and the zone extended, especially as there is a 35kph corner just before the
school

Yes
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Kaharoa Road,

Oppose

Michelle Marino

60 before and after school is still too fast. We need a 40kph variable sign like
what is going outside Waikete Valley School, with the 60 during out of school
hours.
The needs to be extended further as people speed up after a tight corner and
simply do not slow down. The 60kph zone needs to start by 247 Kaharoa Road
and finish in line with Kapukapu Road. This encases the Community Hall which is
a major after school collection zone.

Keith Road

Support proposed change

Helen van Beek

I definitely think the speed limit should be reduced to either 50 or 60kmph the
entire length of the road. At this the moment the speed changes from 100 down
to 70km which is way to fast.

Keith Road

Support proposed change

Jonathon H

Leonard Road

Support proposed change

Jonathon Hagger

Long Mile Road

Oppose proposed change

Louise Carter

Absolutely agree to drop the speed to 60kmh. The entire road is only 700m long
and it makes no sense having a 70kmh limit reducing down to 50kmh. Some
residents and drivers (particularly those who live on Mokoia Drive) don't slow
down to 50kmh after the speed reduction sign meaning residents on Keith Road
have safety issues. I totally agree with this proposal and I recommend making
the entirety of Keith Road 50kmh.
Each of these roads don't need 70kmh limits. It would be better to have
continuity of one speed limit rather than the variations between 50kmh and
70kmh. The 70kmh zones are only for a few hundred meters and make zero
sense.
Why is this not a public road, Rotorua needs an alternative route from the east
side to town. Te Ngae Road is a disaster if there is an accident or roadworks. I
don't support this being a closed road. Open it up, make it a normal road and
give people an alternative route to/from town.

Long Mile Road

Support proposed change

Andrew Robinson

Recreational area, 30kmh is appropriate. It'll need a lot of narrowing and
chicanes to make it look like a 30kmh area though.

Long Mile Road

Support proposed change

Norm

Yes

Long Mile Road

Support proposed change

Rachel Doelman

Recreational area. No need to travel at 50kph here

Mountain Road

Support proposed change

Jonathon Hagger

Mountain Road

Support proposed change

NB

I do support the change as not many vehicles could get up to 100kmh on this
road. I don't agree with a reduction to 60 but either 70 or 80 would be more
realistic. The real issue with this road is the volume of Chinese tourist buses (preCovid).
Agree, this road is far too windy for 100km/hr, so 60 would be ok

Yes

No
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Ōkāreka Loop
road
Puakanga Road

Support

Denzel niuelua

Needs to be bloody 30km speed limit

Yes

Support proposed change

Hori Te Huia Tahana

i do support the change in speed down to 60km an hour.

Yes

Pukehangi Road

Oppose proposed change

Elaine & John Shelton

Proposed Speed is still too high. Will be quite residential soon with building
proposals in the pipeline. Houses going both sides. Would prefer 50k as this road
is used as a race track by many. Many people exceed speed limits so the higher it
is the more excessive they will travel.
I walk this stretch of Pukehangi road daily. Cars wizz by. I have a bike now but am
too dubious about using it on this stretch of road because of this. There have
been many near misses or accidents due to speed down the hill over the bridge
near the Paradise Valley road end. Also a few power pole incidents.

Pukehangi Road

Support proposed change

Baylee Jackson

60km/h is a far more appropriate speed for this stretch of road, especially due to
the increased housing happening now and planned for the coming years.

Pukehangi Road

Support proposed change

Brandon Hill

With the change in land zoning and new developments that will be going in this
road will need its speed dropped eventually so might as well do it

Pukehangi Road

Support proposed change

Jonathon Hagger

Pukehangi Road

Support proposed change

NB

Many drivers travel at or above the current limit making the road unsafe for
cyclists. Also the road noise from traffic going faster than the limit is very
annoying. The third reason is that drivers start speeding up to meet or exceed
the 70kmh from at or just after the intersection with Malfroy Road making it
very difficult for residents on Pukehangi Road to safely enter/exit their
properties.
If more residential development is to go in along this road, then i agree, a speed
reduction down to 60 is appropriate. 50 would be a bit on the slow side.

Queens Drive

Support proposed change

Rachel Doelman

Lots of walkers and bikers. no need to go 50 here.

South Road,
Mamaku

Support proposed change

S Luke

Reduce speed limit or make it virable. Trucks and cars come at speed on south
road. Make it safer for kids and parents at school pick up.

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

Aimee Perry

Support a reduction in the speed limit but believe it going from 80kmph to
50kmph is unnecessary. 60kph would be more suitable.

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

Andrew Robinson

This was a stupid place to put an entrance to a housing development and will be
an accident waiting to happen once populated, regardless of speed limit. What
were you thinking? 50kmh should start where current drop to 70kmh
commences. Widen the road some more here and provide a proper protected
merge bay.

No
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Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

Angela Grunwell

There is no need after Forest Place to keep the speed limit at 50. Keep the
current speed after this point to allow vehicles to get up the hill and not hold up
traffic.
oppose speed limit change

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

AP

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

Benjamin MacLachlan

As a local resident, there is no need to reduce the speed limit to 50. I cross this
road everyday, either on bike or foot and often with a dog and there is no issue
crossing in a safe manner. Reducing to 50km/h would just further hold up
congested traffic at busy periods and cause frustration.The Tarawera Road
section from the top tank down to Forest Place should not be reduced to 50 as it
won't provide any benefit. The current speed limit is already fine as it is. It is a
rural area and with the development of the Redwood Park, those residents
brought knowing it as a rural area and with the current speed limit in mind.
Having to brake hard to reach 50km/h or crawl up the hill at 50km/h will be
worse.

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

David Carman

I don't support a speed change here because the road is safe to go 70km/hr

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

Gregg Brown

Sightlines and current speed limits seem appropriate. Crawling up the hill or
braking hard to achieve 50kph seems overly cautious to me. Support 50kph to
100m past Forrest Place but any further up the hill doesn't seem warranted.

No

No

No
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Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

Hamish Hamilton

60kph would be a more suitable speed limit for the characteristics of this road as
a major feeder road from the Rotorua Lakes. Yes there is a decent amount of
recreational users crossing the road, but as one of them (a mountain biker) I
don't have an issue crossing the road against the current speed limit or at 60kph.
If others find this speed dangerous i would suggest putting a couple of well
placed refuges in the middle of the road to keep traffic moving but also break up
the distance across the road for those less able. I would support the change in
speed to 80kph being 100m south west of the small carpark at the top tank on
Tarawera Road.
Alternatively I would support the change to 50kph on Tarawera Road between
the current 70kph and 80kph sections, if there is no change to the 80kph section
of Tarawera road, as the current 80kph section is truly rural in nature, even with
the sections at Redwood Park being built upon. As an owner of one of the
sections at Redwood Park, we brought knowing the current speed of Tarawera
Road, and brought for the rural nature of it, which in my opinion includes
knowing that speed limits on rural roads are higher than in town. I don't see any
reason why this rural section of road should change.

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

Kirsten Rockell

It will make traffic even slower and take longer to move through

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

Mitch Collins

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

NB

Sightlines for traffic entering and exiting Tarawera Rd are appropriate as marked.
Duck Tours currently travel at about this pace (due to size) and has an effect on
traffic.
50 is too slow down the hill. A staggered approach, 70 down the hill to Forest
Place, then 60 after that to Lynmore Ave.
Obviously reverse the staggered approach up the hill.

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

Pete Belt

Leave speed as it is after Forest Place.

Tarawera Road

Oppose proposed change

Ray Garrood

Too much of a reduction to expect much compliance. 60km/hr would ease
concerns and further reductions can be visited at the next review when users
have become adjusted to reduction. Support change, but to 60km/hr. As I feel
this has a better chance of observance. Is close to common speed of trucks that
dangerously feel need to pull over and drive in cycle lane/parking lane to allow
vehicles to overtake when going uphill. Any reduction will ease the noise and
vibration caused by heavy vehicles.

No

No
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Tarawera Road

Support

Amy McMahon

The 70km speed limit is too fast for a residential road, and people often exceed
even the 70! With traffic increasing on that road, the speeding has gone up.

No

Tarawera Road

Support

Bronwyn Alton

50km all the way up to the water tanks. Lots of kids and Lynmore community
cross the road to access the forest, very difficult with fast cars.

No

Tarawera Road

Support

Gordon Crighton

Excessive speed on a regular basis on Tarawera Road is causing damage to our
house, sleep is interrupted and causing anxiety

Yes

Tarawera Road

Support

Paul Emmerson

I do support the proposed speed limit change to 50 km/hr. This road is
becoming increasingly busy with additional traffic and crossing Tarawera Road,
to access the forest and return, needs to be safer. A pedestrian crossing near
Moana Terrace would make sense for a number of reasons. There is currently an
island refuge there at the moment but this isn't that suitable for crossing with
children and animals. The cycleway proposed from Iles Road, through Larcy
Road, and Lynbert Road (Te Manawa ō Owhatiura) could be continued through
the alleyway into Moana Terrace and across this crossing. By far, this is the
location where most people are crossing now (when coming out of Longmile
Road, now Tītokorangi Drive, and heading to the clubs in Neil Hunt park, through
Moana Terrace or to Lynmore Ave). In addition, there needs to be some
enforcement around the speeds people are travelling on these roads. I've
witnessed more than one close call.

No

Tarawera Road

Support

Rod Flight

No

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Angela Grunwell

Most vehicles speed up on steeper section of hill and exceed speed limits
downhill.Laden heavy vehicles on downhill pose higher risk.Road is increasingly
busy and many pedestrians and cyclists cross road to access forest.50 km limit
safer
I agree with the limit reduction up to Forest Place, but not after this point.
Many locals cross this road and many people speed coming down the hill

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Ben Alton

70 is way to fast already, it’s a residential area with lots of people wishing to
cross to the forest. 5 Reducing the speed to 50 will make crossing to the forest
safer for everyone. 50k all the way up past the water tanks to allow for safe
access to the dual slalom and the new trails

No

No
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Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Dominic Lepa

I support the changes as the road has become very busy and at 70km it is
dangerous for residents to turn onto the road, and also the lower speed will
reduce noise (eapsecially from large trucks using this road, and make it easier for
cyclists, runners and walkers to cross this busy road to access the redwoods. I
would recommend that an additional perdiestrian crossing is added to help slow
traffic and make it easier for people to cross this road - a crossing between
Lynmore Avenu and Selwyn would be great!

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Fred Shilton

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Georgie Griffiths

Should be a lower speed as this is a built up urban area with a large amount of
people accessing the forest on foot and bike including young kids who currently
have to navigate the crossing with traffic travelling at speed. Support the speed
reduction and would like to see other traffic calming measures to reinforce the
lower speed.
I support road changes that make the road environment safer for people to get
to the forest more safely

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Helen Creagh

Strong support for reduction of speed limit on Tarawera Road. This is a very
heavily used road due to the access to the lakes and now a new forest hub. It is
also the forest access for people living in Lynmore and Owhata , therefore
always crossed by pedestrians and cyclists, including tamariki and whanau
groups. Moves must be taken to make it safer for our tamariki and whanau.
Speed limit reductions on thier own must also be complemented by
enforcement of these limits (not often done especially in school holidays when
use is heavier) and by a safe crossing somewhere in the vicinity of Moana
Terrace/ Lynmore Ave/Selwyn Road. The current traffic island near Moana
Terrance is unsuitable for people with children. Large vehicles towing boats,
trucks and other vehicles often speed on this road - up and downhill. Please
reduce speed, enforce speed limit and create safe crossing for our tamariki and
whanau. I support the reduction of speed limit and thank Council for pursuing
this.

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Helene

I support reducing the speed limit along Tarawera Road to 50km/h. This will
make crossing the road for pedestrians and cyclists wanting to enter the forest
much safer. Another crossing on Tarawera Rd near the Selwyn Rd intersection
would be needed as well.

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Lizzy Guest

Reduce speed to 50kmph to Forest place. Also consider safe crossing at Selwyn
road/Tarawera rd junction. Its a popular forest entrance and can be very busy
and dangerous to cross especially with children. Lots of kids crossing here.

Yes

No
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Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Paul E

Support reduction in speed limit. I'd would be great to see a crossing on
Tarawera Road near Moana Terrace and Longmile Road (near current traffic
refuge & bus stop). This is where people currently cross most and it could be
safer. Great extension to planned shared pathway from Larcy Road (Te Manawa
ō Owhatiura ).
Support change of speed from 70 to 50kph from Te Ngae Road to Forest Place.
Would be helpful to have GPS providers updated to any changes, currently my
tomtom still shows 70kph from Te Ngae Rd up Tarawera Rd.

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

paul99

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Pete Belt

Proposed change to 50 to Forest Place is a no-brainer up to this point - years
overdue.

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Rebecca Lepa

I support reducing the speed limit along Tarawera Road to 50km/h. This will
make crossing the road for pedestrians and cyclists wanting to enter the forest
at key entry points (opp Selwyn Rd for the Blue Track and Mokopuna Track)
much safer. I would also like to see measures such as speed bumps introduced
and another crossing on Tarawera Rd near the Selwyn Rd intersection.

Tarawera Road

Support proposed change

Sean McWilliams

A reduction to 50km in this zone will make it safer for pedestrians, cyclists, and
residents entering and exiting their homes. As traffic increases due to more
houses being built atop Tarawera Rd, new MTB hubs being built, etc., it becomes
even more critical to provide further safety mechanisms in the area.

Yes

Tarawera Road

Support

Hannelie Parsloe

We need to slow down to at least 50km/h so that school children can cross
safely over to the Redwood Forest. It should be 50km/h till the end above all the
houses till the Redwood Park, as our cul de sac, Forest Place, also have children
that want to cross safely but cars are so fast and this is an accident waiting to
happen. A child is going to be killed by trucks driving so fast. Especially trucks
with gravel are driving ridiculously fast coming from the top of Tarawera road
and there is a blind curve in the road, so we struggle to know exactly when cars
or trucks are coming, sometimes too late and we have to run over the road. Due
to the curve in the road coming past Redwood Park this is especially dangerous.
Children should be able to cross safely and there should be traffic bumps in the
road to slow down traffic. There should also be safe zebra crossings to help
children and their bikes to cross safely. Slowing down traffic is just the beginning
to make this road safer for all of us to enjoy the Redwood Forest that Rotorua is
do famous for.

No
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Tarawera selwyn
intersection

Support

Anne

Very dangerous intersection for bikes, children going in the forest. Something
else even should be done to protect bikes using selwyn road to access the forest

No

Tareena Street
and South Road
Mamaku

Support

Michelle Matthews

It needs to go further and include a speed reduction outside of our local school.
As a teacher and a parent it is scary how fast traffic passes the school during
significant times. Often vehicles travel at a higher speed which reflects the often
applied threshold of 10km above a posted limit. Children struggle to cross the
road on South Road and Road patrollers struggle to gage vehicle distance
approaching the crossing due to the high speed. We had a child have a very near
miss at the crossing already this year.

No

Tarena Street,
Mamaku

Support proposed change

Sara Luke

To make it safer for out tamariki to cross. A school is on this road

Te Ngae Road
and Tarawera
Road
Te Ngae Road
and Tarawera
Road

Oppose

Aaron judd

I believe this is unnecessary and is likely to cause congestion

No

Oppose

Laken Faber

I do not think it is necessary to reduce the speed. It will only encourage people
to go over the speed limit and cause more traffic congestion in the area. I do not
believe it will make the roads any safer.

No

Te Puea Road

Support proposed change

Louise Carter

50kms required on country lanes for Okahu Lane and Te Puea Road. Children,
cyclists and horse riders frequent these areas.

Waikite Valley
Road

Support proposed change

Brandon Hill

School Zone so speed should be dropped.

Waikite Valley
Road

Support proposed change

Georgie Griffiths

I support road changes that make the road environment safer for schools and
children

Waiteti Road

Support

Hiriha Morrison

CALLER BELIEVES THAT WAITETI ROAD SHOULD BE 50KPH. SHE SAYS THAT
70KPH IS DANGEROUS CONSIDERING THERE IS A MARAE AND RESIDENTIAL
HOUSING ON THE ROAD. THERE ARE OFTEN KIDS PLAYING ETC.

No

Waiteti Road

Support

Kingi Allan Whakaue

From Hamurana Road to Waiteti Road end cars speed down this road 70km +.
Some from Ranginui Street end to top of Waiteti Road

No
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Wharetoroa
Drive

Oppose proposed change

James Hamill

30 km/hr is a much safer speed than 50 km/hr. Research shows that the risk of
severe injury or death is 5 times greater if a pedestrian is struck at 53 km/h
compared to 28 km/hr [Tefft 2013]. Also, a car is much more likely to be able
stop before hitting a pedestrian when travelling at 30 vs. 50 km/hr because of
the driver's reaction time. Several families with children live on Wharetoroa Dr.
The road is only about 300 m long so travelling at 30 vs. 50 km/hr adds less than
15 seconds – thats 15 seconds for a huge safety benefit!

Wharetoroa
Drive

Oppose proposed change

Robyn Manuel

50 km/h on these short side streets is un-necessary. 30 km/h will suffice and is
safer.

Whirinaki Valley
Road

Oppose proposed change

Brandon Hill

School Zone, should be dropped further or made vairable

Whirinaki Valley
Road

Oppose proposed change

Isabel Speed

60 kms is only a 10kms reduction in speed limit past a very busy school. There’s a
lot of traffic that goes past this school. I would like to see it being 40kms like
what has been proposed for waikite valley school.

Whirinaki Valley
Road

Oppose proposed change

Rebecca McDougal

Whirinaki Valley
Road

Oppose proposed change

Victoria Leaf

I do support changing the speed but it should be lower than 60km/hr in
residential area. Ngakuru Village has a school, playcentre, hall, church, and
children walk/bike home from school. Is it a residential area and should be
50km/hr or less, especially with big trucks using the roads. My son has
attempted to leave the school grounds alone in the past and this is scary with
the speeds that vehicles do on the road.
60km is fast past a school - town limits are much lower with enforcement in
place, considering the vehicles are mostly 4wd & heavy vehicles whom take
longer to stop or even see a student

Whirinaki Valley
Road

Oppose

Liza Macartney

It is not low enough! We have young mums with babies and toddlers that must
cross that road to get to playcentre. Not to mention the school aged children. It
needs to be lowered to minimum of 30kph!
If you have ever stood on the verge of that road with 4 preschool aged children
while a tanker/ tractor or even just a speeding car goes pasted it is NOT SAFE.

Yankee Road

Support proposed change

Warren Knauf

Totally support this reduction of speed. All of Rerewhakaaitu area roads around
the school and adjacent intersections must have speed reduction. A must
change that is long overdue.

Yes
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Waka Kotahi (NZTA) Feedback
Hi Niki - thank you for the extension of time for Waka Kotahi to complete this submission. This email is
Waka Kotahi’s formal response to Rotorua District Council’s 2021 Proposed Speed limit Bylaw Amendments.
The Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2017 (the Rule) details a number of requirements for road
controlling authorities in setting speed limits on their network:
• Section 2.2(2): “In carrying out its functions under 2.2(1), a road controlling authority must consider
whether a speed limit for a road is safe and appropriate in accordance with this Rule.”
• Section 4.2(2) “In reviewing a permanent, holiday, or variable speed limit or considering a new
permanent, holiday, or variable speed limit, a road controlling authority must have regard to—
(a) the information about speed management developed and maintained by the Agency; and
(b) any relevant guidance on speed management provided by the Agency; …”
The information and guidance provided by the Agency meets its requirements under the following sections
of the Rule:
• 2.4(1) “The Agency must supply, to each road controlling authority, information about speed
management for public roads within that road controlling authority’s jurisdiction.”
• 2.4(2) “The Agency must, in supplying information under 2.4(1), prioritise information about public roads
where achieving travel speeds that are safe and appropriate is likely to deliver the highest benefits in
terms of safety and efficiency.”
The guidance provided by the Agency is in the Speed Management Guide dated November 2016, and
MegaMaps available to all road controlling authorities (Edition III dated August 2020 is the latest edition).
Safe and Appropriate travel speeds for all roads in the network that the Agency has information available
for, together with the top 10% of regional networks likely to deliver the highest benefit in terms of safety
and efficiency through achieving travel speeds that are safe and appropriate, are detailed in MegaMaps.
The Agency's response, and the comments below, are focused on assisting Council with alignment of the
proposals with the Rule and the intent of the Speed Management Guide, and on achieving national
consistency (ie alignment with the information provided to RCAs by the Agency) for speed limits across all
RCAs.
Government Gardens, Kuirau Park Reserve and Hannahs Bay - Table 2.1 in the Speed Management Guide
shows 20km/h as the safe and appropriate speed for roads within a park environment - Waka Kotahi
encourages Council to consider 20km/h speed limits for the roads within Government Gardens to encourage
national consistency (ref 1.3(a) of the Rule The purpose of this Rule is to give effect to a nationally-consistent
and evidence-based approach to speed management)
Western Heights/Pukehangi - agree with proposals
Lynmore/Owhata - agree with proposals
Ngongotha - agree with proposals
Other Urban Areas - agree with proposals
Awahou - disagree with proposed 50km/h for Gloucester Road and Maxwell Road.
 These roads are rural in nature, rather than presenting as 50km/h which is the safe and appropriate
speed recognised on urban arterials;
 50km/h speed limits are not included for rural roads in Figure 1.4 of the Speed Management Guide;
and
 mean travel speeds are 41km/h on Gloucester Road and likely even less on Maxwell Road.
Recommend 40km/h speed limits which maintains the 20km/h speed limit increments for rural road
speed limits (ref Table 2.4 of Speed Management Guide)
Rotoiti - disagree with proposed 50km/h for Te Puakanga Road, Emery Road, Wharetoroa Drive, Aoturoa
Avenue and Te Urumahoe - the safe and appropriate speed for residential access roads in Table 2.1 (and
refer to MegaMaps for these particular roads) is 40km/h, supported by mean speeds that are less than
30km/h
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Rotehu - disagree with proposed 50km/h for Morehu Loop Road - the safe and appropriate speed for
residential access roads in Table 2.1 is 40km/h
Tiketere - disagree with proposed 50km/h for Okahu Lane, Parkcliff Road, Banksia Place, Rangiteaorere Road
and Mataikotare Road - mean operating speed for all these roads is less than 30km/h so recommend 40km/h
speed limit to reflect rural/residential access road
Mourea - disagree with proposed 50km/h for Okawa Bay Road- mean operating speed is less than 30km/h
so recommend 40km/h speed limit to reflect rural/residential access road
Rotokawa - disagree with proposed 80km/h for Hawthornden Road and Cookson Road- mean speeds are
38km/h and 51km/h respectively, and IRR for Hawthornden Road is 1.8 (higher than 1.6 that allows 80km/h
to be safe) - recommend 60km/h as the safe and appropriate speed for both roads
Okere Falls - agree with proposals
Mamaku - agree with proposals
Rerewhakaaitu - the current 100/70 speed limit change points on Ash Pit Road, Yankee Road and
Rerewhakaaitu do not comply with clause 3.3(3) of the Rule “The point at which a speed limit changes must
be at, or close to, a point of obvious change in the roadside development or the road environment”, and will
be less self-explaining if the 70 is replaced with 50 at these locations. To comply with the requirements of
the Rule the 50km/h urban speed limits should be applied at the residential development ie:
 at the Rerewhakaaitu Road intersection,
 at the curve on Ash Pit Road to the north, and
 at the location of the school warning sign on Yankee Road to the south.
The balance of the network in the area should ideally align with the safe and appropriate speeds of 80km/h
and 60km/h as shown in MegaMaps rather than the 100km/h and 70km/h arrangement that would
remain. Advance warning signs of the 50km/h reduction can also be located 150-200m in advance of the
legal 50km/h change point. Agree with the 40km/h variable speed limit proposed within the 50km/h
proposed speed limit.
Reporoa - agree with proposals
Hamurana - agree with proposals
Other rural areas - agree with proposals except:
- Waikite Valley Road –
o the current 100/70 speed limit change point on the western approach of does not comply with
clause 3.3(3) of the Rule. To comply with the Rule the proposed 100/60 speed limit change
point should be in the vicinity of 1110 Waikite Road as that is the change of
development/environment. Advance warning signs of the 60km/h reduction can also be located
150-200m in advance of the legal 60km/h change point.
o Disagree with 40km/h variable speed limit for two reasons:
 60km/h is Government policy for rural schools, and
 the mean speed currently past the school is 68km/h, so 40km/h is unlikely to comply
with clause 4.4(2)(c) for the Rule (a RCA… must aim to achieve a mean operating speed
less than 10% above that speed limit) - as 44km/h or less is unlikely to be achieved when
the 40km/h speed limit would be operating.
- Whirinaki Road - the current 100/70 speed limit change point on the southern approach does not
comply with clause 3.3(3) of the Rule - to comply with the Rule the proposed 100/60 speed limit change
point should be at the southern boundary of the school as that is the change of
development/environment. Advance warning signs of the 60km/h reduction can be located 150-200m in
advance of the legal 60km/h change point.

Glenn Bunting / Manager Network Safety
Safety, Health and Environment
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ROTORUA DISTRICT COUNCIL SPEED REVIEW 2021
Submission from AA (Bay of Plenty)

The AA welcomes the chance to respond to Rotorua Lakes Council’s proposed 2021 speed limit bylaw
amendments.
As a road safety advocate, the AA supports the principle that speed limits should be ‘self-explaining’
– matching the look and feel of a road and the purpose it serves. We also support consistent speed
limits for similar roads environments across the country as a whole, as both of these measures will
deliver the best compliance with speed limits and public support from drivers. The AA also supports
the reduction of congestion, travel times, and emissions generated from idling and slow moving
traffic – all of which align with the Government’s transport objectives.
The AA supports a balanced approach to speed limit changes, where alongside proposed reductions
there is also engineering up to support higher speeds in places and adequate maintenance to keep
roads at the standards they should be.
Our responses to specific elements of the proposed changes are below:

1. Streets that are previously not gazetted
We recognise that a number of streets are included in this review which may not have had any designated
speed limit and therefore take on the limit which applies on the cross street intersection. We also
recognise that many of these are very short streets, and do not generate any great speeds because of their
nature/environment. Therefore, gazetting a speed limit will not in essence result in any change in driver
behaviour.
The AA supports the proposed limits for all those listed as ‘previously not gazetted’, on the schedule.

2. Changes to 70kmph limits
We note that a number of current 70kmph areas are proposed to reduce to 60 kmph (Mamaku, Broadlands,
Waikite Rd, Ngakuru, Pukehangi Rd, Keith Rd and Paradise Valley Rd).
This appears to be a blanket reduction with no case made by the council as to what benefit it is intended to
deliver. In cases like this the AA would expect the speed limit change to either be proposed due to a change
in the surrounding environment, like an increase in homes and businesses in an area, or because the roads
had high crash rates. Neither of these circumstances are stated in the proposal and the AA is not aware of
any recent changes in respect of businesses or traffic volumes in these areas.
The AA has strongly argued to central Government in recent years that we believe 70kmph and 90kmph
should continue to be options in suitable environments where they can balance safety with credibility for the
driving public.
The AA opposes reductions in limits for the above areas.
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3. Rerewhakaaitu
The AA has consulted with senior log truck drivers on this change, many of whom would support speed
reductions through this area. We also note that it is not a through route to anywhere and only the logging
operators and locals are likely to be effected, not the general motoring public.
The AA supports reductions through this village.

4. Schools
The AA supports the use of variable speed signs to reduce limits outside schools temporarily at key times.
We note that the schedule does not propose a variable speed limit outside Ngakuru School. As this is
inconsistent with the other schools included in the proposal it seems like this may have been an oversight.
Council decision makers should be made aware of this.

5. Tarawera Road
On the last review, the speeds on Tarawera Road, Lynmore section, were reviewed. Against some opposition
a 50kmph zone was established at the lower end of the road, with the rest remaining at 70kmph. It was
recognised then that the environment suggested that the rest remain at 70kmph, and that the traffic flowed
successfully with little risk at the higher speeds.
The AA is unaware of any changes in this area recently, with the exception of slightly more traffic volume, and
the widening of the road surface through this area. Because of the forest, it will always have the ‘look and
feel’ of a semi-rural area for drivers.
We are surprised that this has come up for a further review so soon after the last one, and with conditions
being similar or even slightly enhanced.
The AA is opposed to the proposed limit change on Tarawera Road.

6. Mountain Road, Owhata Rd, Waiteti Rd, Leonard Rd, Okahu Lane, Jackson Rd,
Cookson Rd and Hawthornden Drive
The AA supports the proposed limit changes.
About the NZ Automobile Association
The NZAA is an incorporated society with over 1.7 million members, representing a large proportion of New
Zealand road users. In the Bay of Plenty we have 90,199 personal members.
The AA was founded in 1903 as an automobile users’ advocacy group, but today our work reflects the wide
range of interests of our large membership, many of whom are cyclists and public transport users as well as
private motorists.
Across New Zealand, the motoring public regularly come into contact with the AA through our breakdown
officers, 37 AA Centres and other AA businesses. Seventeen volunteer AA District Councils around New Zealand
meet each month to discuss local transport issues. Based in Wellington and Auckland our professional policy
and research team regularly surveys our Members on transport issues and Members frequently contact us
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unsolicited to share their views. Via the AA Research Foundation, we commission original research into current
issues in transport and mobility. Collectively, these networks, combined with our professional resource, help
to guide our advocacy work and enable the NZAA to develop a comprehensive view on mobility issues.
Motorists pay over $4 billion in taxes each year through fuel excise, road user charges, registration fees, ACC
levies, and GST. Much of this money is reinvested by the Government in our transport system, funding road
building and maintenance, public transport services, road safety work including advertising, and Police
enforcement activity. On behalf of AA Members, we advocate for sound and transparent use of this money in
ways that improve transport networks, enhance safety and keep costs fair and reasonable.
Our advocacy takes the form of meetings with local and central government politicians and officials,
publication of research and policy papers, contributing to media on topical issues, and submissions to select
committees and local government hearings.
Total Membership

1.7+ million members
Just over 1 million are personal members
0.7 million are business-based memberships

% of licenced drivers

Half of licenced drivers are AA Members

Gender split

54%

Female

46%

Male

Age range & Membership retention

Age of AA Members
65+ years old

31%

45-65 years old

37%

25-45 years old
Under 25 years old

22%
10%

Half of AA Members have been with us for 10 years or more.
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RTANZ Submission on the Waka Kotahi, NZ Transport Agency’s Safe
Network Programme
SH5/30 Speed Review

21 April 2021
The Road Transport Association New Zealand Inc (RTANZ) represents the interests of road transport
operators across the country, and at a local level. RTANZ welcomes the opportunity to offer feedback and
submissions on the Safe Network Programme – SH5/30 Speed Review.
Our membership services all sectors of the economy and covers all sizes of operation from single vehicle
owner operators to large fleet operators. They also employ a sizable workforce to complete this task.
Consequently, the Road Transport Industry is a highly significant provider of services to the Rotorua district
and national economy. The value of our freight task was most clearly demonstrated during the Covid 19.
It is the job of the RTANZ to present fair and balance comment for consideration by Waka Kotahi and local
Councils on behalf of our members. With every proposed change to the status quo, changes to speed bring
out a range of emotive issues, and little fact based evidence. It is therefore our intention is to highlight those
areas that we believe require a greater focus, particular those of our members.
We have no issue with measures which improve safety and the current Safe System Approach offers a
pathway to lowering the death toll on New Zealand roads. We appreciate and endorse well designed and
considered measures that will assist every road user to get home safely.
The Safe System Approach encompasses four distinct properties, Road Users, Roads and Roadsides, Vehicles
and Speed. We can see how these four variables need to be addressed and a coordinated approach
undertaken which sees each given equal priority.
However, speed reviews, in isolation, appear to be addressing only part of this complex matrix of
intertwined requirements. This is where road users become disengaged with the process, falling back on
their long held prejudges and emotive positions.
We would ask Waka Kotahi and The Rotorua Lakes Council to consider how working in isolation, a speed
change will positively change driver behaviour without alienating these very same road users they are trying
to assist? The Safe System Approach was designed as a full system, why would it be expected that only using
part of the system will deliver the expected whole system result?
We would like to see the full Safe System Approach applied and explained with every speed limit change so
as to better encourages buy in and compliance from all road users. This would be far preferable to enlisting
Police assistance to vigorously enforce speed limits in the future with all the negative consequences.
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We positively endorse lower speed limits around known safety areas (schools, kindergartens, etc) where
young children with less road knowledge may be present. We would recommend the use of variable speed
signs which operate at the time this vulnerable group is around.
Likewise we have few issues around speed reductions in built up areas where congestion and road
conditions general mean there will be little or no affect to journey times. These changes generally only
reflect the actual speeds occurring in these areas.
Perhaps the most frustrating issue the industry has is the plethora of constantly changing speed zones is the
driver’s ability to ensure compliance with the current posted zone. The many fluctuations in speed at some
sites serves only to confuse drivers, especially those unfamiliar with the area. A more consider approach to
the longer journey might be a more successful approach.
On behalf of the RTANZ, we thank you for the opportunity to submit our proposal, on the recommendation
for speed changes on SH5/30.
Simon Vincent
Senior Industry Advisor
Road Transport Association New Zealand Inc.
41 Carlyle Street
Sydenham
Christchurch 8023
Admin: (03) 366 9854
Cell:
027 445 5785
svincent@rtanz.co.nz

